
In the year 2069, a corrupt government has seized control of everything. Six freedom fighters 

seek to topple the government and liberate the people. Each member of  The Resistance in this cyber-

punk infused hotbed of social issues represents a different voice in the fight against oppression and 

manipulation, and each has a different vision of what the world could become when the fight is won. 

Of course there’s a catch … the rebellion has been infiltrated by government spies! The Resistance 

must go on five missions to destabilize the government's stranglehold, but if they send one of the spies 

on those missions, they risk sabotaged. Will our heroes be able to overthrow tyranny or will betrayal 

and paranoia tear them apart from within?

Inspired by the popular board game of the same name, “The Resistance” is an improvised comedy set 

in a dystopian near-future. These spies are selected in secret at the top of the show and the audience can

choose to either know or not who they are. The show begins and the players on stage improvise 

missions against the government and try to figure out who are the traitors. There have been mystery 

plays before, but not where the mystery is unveiled to the cast along with the audience!  Despite the 

dire stakes, this hilarious improvised dark comedy is filled with cyber-hackers, sentient traffic robots, 

cyborg sports-stars, and serious laughs.

Who is the Resistance?

Carmine Lucarelli as

Flint - The former black ops, wet work specialist for the military. At least, until he was betrayed by the 

country he served.

Kat Letwin as

Pickbick - Considered off the wall for being off the grid, she's mistrusted government and technology 

since before they were corrupt.

Nkasi Ogbonnah as

CP-24 – A robot that gained sentience while guiding traffic. When discarded by the government for 

being obsolete she joined the resistance to find her place in the world.

Ryan Hughes as

The Bureaucrat – Real name redacted. Makes a comfortable living working middle-management in 

the government, turned double agent after a personal loss.

Antony Hall as

Tiberius Dyson – Famed, retired Hyper-ball player and media personality. Known for inspirational 

speeches and at-the-buzzer plays.

Anne McMaster as

Stevia - heiress to a powerful family, she rebelled from her life of privilege to bite the hands that feeds 

her. Less fighting for what's right than just an excuse to blow stuff up.



Jon Blair as

V1RU5 - An arrogant cyber-hacker looking for a challenge to prove himself. And yes, that name is 

spelled with numbers. 

Carley Thorne as

Kanya – An antique store owner who romanticizes the golden age of freedom, equality, and democracy

that was 2019. 


